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Close your eyes...



Don't peek!



There is only 1 
small problem



Or maybe 3



You have to deliver it in less than 2
months (it would be hard even in the
case of web app).
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You have to deliver it in less than 2
months (it would be hard even in the
case of web app).
You have never built any mobile app
and you don't even know where to
start.
There is no one who can help you.

1.

2.
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What do you do?



You have 4 options:



2 useless options*



2 useless options*
2 useful options*



2 useless options*
2 useful options*

* assuming you have 2 months to build an app. 



First "useless" option:



for iOS
and for Android

Building 2 native apps:

First "useless" option:



The best performance
The biggest control



The best performance
The biggest control

There is no way to learn needed
technologies and build the app in
2 months



Second "useless" option:



Building 1 compiled app

Second "useless" option:



1 codebase
Code syntax very familiar to
front-end developers



1 codebase
Code syntax very familiar to
front-end developers

Still it will be hard to build the
mobile app in 2 months using
these technologies



First "useful" option:



Building 1 hybrid app in 
Capacitor + Ionic

First "useful" option:



1 codebase
React syntax 
(or Angular/Vue/vanilla JS)
Useful plugins and components 
made for mobile apps



1 codebase
React syntax...
Useful plugins and components...

Not much to learn and create on
your own. You only need to
assemble your mobile app 



Second "useful" option:*



Second "useful" option:*
*but probably not the option in general...



Progressive Web App
(PWA)

Second "useful" option:*
*but probably not the option in general...



Any front-end syntax you want
Very easy to make and deploy
If you can make web app in        
 time, you can also make PWA



Any front-end syntax you want
Very easy to make and deploy
If you can make web app in 
time, you can also make PWA

It can't be downloaded from App
Store and Google Play



So this is probably not something
your customer/PM wanted



Hybrid looks like the
best option for our

needs



Then how can we
make a hybrid

mobile app?



As I mentioned, we
can use Capacitor and

Ionic for this job





Runs our web app "inside of" the native
app. 



Runs our web app "inside of" the native
app.
Provides plugins for handling native
functionality and let us write some
native code if we need it.

More: How Capacitor Works

https://tinyletter.com/ionic-max/letters/how-capacitor-works


Source: 

CapacitorJS: Turn Your Web App
into a Mobile App

https://tinyletter.com/ionic-max/letters/how-capacitor-works
https://tinyletter.com/ionic-max/letters/how-capacitor-works
https://javascript.plainenglish.io/capacitor-turn-your-web-app-into-a-mobile-app-4d114249e55b




Provides routing, starting templates,
theming, styles, etc...



Provides routing, starting templates,
theming, styles, etc...
Works with React, Angular, Vue and
vanilla JS

More: Ionic docs

https://ionicframework.com/docs


And gives us a lot of built-in components
prepared for iOS and Android like:



Alerts:



Action sheets:



Toggles:



And many others:



We know the theory. 
How we can create

our app then?



Let's look into 3 parts of app's creation:



Let's look into 3 parts of app's creation:

Setting it up.1.
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Let's look into 3 parts of app's creation:

Setting it up.
Development.
Deployment.

1.
2.
3.



Let's see how the
setup can be done!



Commands 
I've used:



More on testing and debugging
our code inside of simulators:

More: iOS Development More: Android Development

https://ionicframework.com/docs/developing/ios
https://ionicframework.com/docs/developing/android


The rest is classic web
app creation...



The rest is classic web
app creation...

...with a bit of help from:



Ionic 
components...



...3 groups of Capacitor plugins 
that handle native functionality:

Official
plugins (26):

1. 



2. Community plugins (55):



3. Awesome Cordova Plugins - previously
Ionic Native (229!):

History: A New Chapter for @ionic-native

https://ionic.io/blog/a-new-chapter-for-ionic-native


...and some native code if needed:

More: Custom Native iOS Code More: Custom Native Android Code

https://capacitorjs.com/docs/ios/custom-code
https://capacitorjs.com/docs/android/custom-code


Then we do the
deployment!



We build our app for
iOS and Android:



...then upload them to App Store:

Set up Apple Developers account
Generate signing certificates
Build app archive ready to be sent to App Store
Send app to App Store using Xcode Organizer
Send app for approval to Apple

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

More: iOS App Store Deployment

https://ionicframework.com/docs/deployment/app-store


...and Play Store:

Android Play Store Deployment
Publish your app (Android
Developers)

More: 
1.
2.

Set up Google Play Console account
Generate upload key and keystore in
Android Studio
Sign the app
Create a release in Play Store and upload
signed app

1.
2.

3.
4.

https://ionicframework.com/docs/deployment/play-store
https://developer.android.com/studio/publish
https://play.google.com/apps/publish


And then we have 
our app!

 
(hopefully on deadline)



Couple of FYIs 
at the end



1.You can easily add
Capacitor to the
existing project

More: Adding Capacitor to your
existing web application

https://capacitorjs.com/docs/getting-started#adding-capacitor-to-your-existing-web-application


2.You can use micro
frontends to skip app's
review (while updating
the app)

More: How to bypass mobile app’s
review thanks to micro frontends

https://dev.to/robertorlinski/how-to-bypass-mobile-app-review-thanks-to-capacitor-ionic-and-micro-frontends-a13


3.Your hybrid app can
easily become PWA



For example, in case of Ionic and
React, you only need to...



...change one line of code:



More: Progressive Web
Apps in React

And we
have it!

https://ionicframework.com/docs/react/pwa


Extras once
again:
robertorlinski.pl/mobile-apps

https://robertorlinski.pl/mobile-apps


Now a small 
contest!



2 questions, 
2 copies of this
book to get:



1.What are hybrid
mobile apps?



2.How does the
Capacitor work?



Congratulations!



And the last 
part - Q&A



Thank you!

I will appreciate any
feedback:


